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This paper presents a miniKanren extension with negation support under stable model semantics called stableKanren. By utilizing macros and continuations in the functional programming language Scheme, miniKanren shows an innovative approach to achieving resolution and unification, the essence of Prolog. Also, miniKanren is designed to be easily modified and extended with new features. Extending miniKanren with negation that enables non-monotonic reasoning (NMR) becomes an intriguing topic. We choose stable model semantics as the underlying semantics since it is well-defined and has gained popularity in logic programming. Moreover, implementing a solver with stable model semantics is a challenging task due to the NP-hard nature of the problem. The logic programming community has shifted from top-down resolution and unification to the bottom-up grounding and constraint-propagation approach because of the uneasy modification to the underlying resolution and unification algorithms. We design our algorithms to evolve resolution and unification that requires dynamic code modification and generation. With direct access to resolution and unification in miniKanren and easy code generation in functional programming, we have implemented our stable model solving algorithms using these features.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s, John McCarthy, one of the first to propose a declarative programming paradigm in computer science, proposed that the most natural language for specifying problems and solutions would be logic and, in particular, predicate logic [21]. Logic programming turns a unidirectional function into a bidirectional relation so that an expression can produce more than one result. Prolog is an example language in this paradigm that combines a relational vision of programming with a symbolic pattern matching mechanism named unification (definition 2.19). Over time, many logic programming solvers were developed supporting the classical Prolog style as the input syntax format [16], [17]. However, researchers from the functional programming community believed that logic programming should be incorporated into the functional programming syntax instead of a new Prolog-based syntax so that the user can quickly adapt to this new paradigm. In the 1980s, John Alan Robinson, the inventor of the resolution (definition 2.16) algorithm, developed LOGLISP as an alternative to Prolog but using LISP syntax [25]. Later, Daniel Friedman et al. built miniKanren, a system that focuses on pure relation and finite failure [8], [9]. MiniKanren replicated the essence of Prolog using macros to create a static search stream connected through continuations. The resolution and unification were an elegant solution to monotonic reasoning, and the declarative semantics underneath monotonic reasoning is the minimal Herbrand model semantics [28].

In the 1980s, the emergence of negation in normal logic programs (definition 2.4) leads to the non-monotonic reasoning (NMR). Van Emden et al. showed a normal program of the winning position in a two-person game is defined as there is a move that will make it so the opponent has no move [27]. For such a program, good semantics should be a generalization of the minimal Herbrand model semantics in a simple way. Many logic programming researchers were trying to define proper semantics for negation in normal logic programs. Michael Gelfond and Vladimir Lifschitz proposed well-defined and widely accepted stable model semantics (definition 2.15) as a generalization of minimal model semantics [14]. The stable model semantics give more power to logic programming so that we can do non-monotonic reasoning, and a new paradigm named...
answer set programming (ASP) emerged. Many applications have been generated since then, like nurse scheduling problems [7], modeling living systems [13], train table arrangement [1], and various other hybrid problem-solving approaches [18]. Recently, we have seen there is interest in having negation in miniKanren to increase its expressiveness of solving more problems. William Byrd et al. developed mediKanren for biomedical reasoning [4]. Adding negation to miniKanren will allow mediKanren to have the non-monotonic reasoning ability to handle the contradiction in the knowledge graph. Evgenii Moiseenko’s constructive negation [23] can solve stratified negation, but not non-stratified negation under stable model semantics.

In the late 1990s, the difficulty in solving the NMR program drove the logic programming community to turn away from top-down resolution and unification and embrace the bottom-up grounding and constraint-propagation approach. There were some who started to believe that a “fully top-down” solving procedure would be impossible even in the propositional case since, for some programs, the truth of a literal w.r.t. stable model semantics cannot be decided when considering only the atom dependency graph below it [2]. Moreover, some researchers pointed out that ASP and the underlying stable model semantics lacked a relevance property; the truth value of an atom can depend on other, totally unrelated rules and atoms [6]. Later, in 2017, Kyle Marple et al. developed s(ASP), a top-down solver that tried to supplement the missing information of the input program dependency graph during compilation time [20]. However, our recent research discovered that solving such an NMR program using resolution and unification requires a dynamic search stream created at the runtime. Also, miniKanren made it easy to modify the resolution and unification in an accessible way, and we realized that functional programming is well-suited to achieve our goal.

As we can see, the advantage of stable model semantics is valuable; solving normal logic programs in a top-down manner is feasible, and miniKanren is also a top-down solver that can be modified easily. In this paper, we present stableKanren, a stable model semantics extension to the miniKanren system that combines the top-down normal logic program solving idea with functional programming. We also realize that some constructs of the functional programming language Scheme, like macros and continuations, can help solve normal logic programs. MiniKanren uses macros to create a static search stream connected through continuations in monotonic reasoning. Our stableKanren is going further with macros and continuations to create a dynamic search stream in non-monotonic reasoning. We believe our solver can benefit both communities in the sense that it brings stable model semantics to miniKanren, and it shows the advantages of using functional language to implement normal program solver to logic programming.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the background concepts and some related work that has been done. We introduce some background information on functional programming (FP) and miniKanren, logic programming (LP) and stable model semantics. We then walk through the two different stable model solving solutions developed by the LP community, namely the top-down versus the bottom-up, and eventually, we show some connections between miniKanren and LP.

2.1 Functional programming and miniKanren

We have seen many benefits from using FP over the years. Firstly, doing meta-programming through macros makes the code look simple and concise. Secondly, using immutable variables leads to fewer side-effects, hence easier to test, and fewer bugs. Thirdly, even though a pure function may look simple, it can be easily combined with other functions to create complex features.

MiniKanren is a system that shows a way to build features of logic programming atop a functional programming language [3]. The original implementation was hosted on Scheme [10]. The core
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Implementation introduced only a few operators: “==” for unification, “fresh” for existential, “conde” for disjunction, and a “run” interface. Unlike Prolog, miniKanren uses a complete interleaving search strategy on a stream to simulate backtracking [30]. Also, the interleaved stream resolved the issue that the sequence of substitutions may be infinite to guarantee fairness when producing the result [8].

MiniKanren uses a special syntax notation, `lambdag@`, to represent an internal goal definition function that maps a substitution $S$ to an ordered sequence of zero or more substitutions. In this way, we enforced the contract (signature) among all goal functions. For the reader using non-Scheme-based miniKanren implementation, find the corresponding `lambdag@` similar to listing 1 in your project, as our algorithms are relying on it heavily.

Listing 1. A macro to define goal function’s internal continuation

```scheme
(define-syntax lambdag@
  (syntax-rules (::) (( (_, (S) e ...) (lambda (S) e ...)))

The `lambdag@` is a simple macro definition that transforms “lambdag@” to “lambda” so that the Scheme runtime can define an anonymous lambda expression.

2.2 Logic programming and stable model semantics

Llyod presented the definition for definite program and normal program [19].

Definition 2.1 (definite program clause). A definite program clause is a clause of the form,

$$A \leftarrow B_1, \cdots, B_n$$

where $A, B_1, \ldots, B_n$ are atoms.

A definite program clause contains precisely one atom $A$ in its consequent. $A$ is called the head and $B_1, \ldots, B_n$ is called the body of the program clause.

Definition 2.2 (definite program). A definite program is a finite set of definite program clauses.

Based on the definite program clause’s definition, Llyod defines the normal program clause and normal program.

Definition 2.3 (normal program clause). For a normal program clause, the body of a program clause is a conjunction of literals instead of atoms,

$$A \leftarrow B_1, \cdots, B_n, \text{not } B_{n+1}, \cdots, \text{not } B_m$$

Definition 2.4 (normal program). A normal program is a finite set of normal program clauses.

Just like a function in functional programming can have variables, similarly in logic programming, we can add variables to each atom. Therefore, we have two types of variables in logic programming, head variable and body variable.

Definition 2.5 (head variable). A head variable is a variable that shows up in both the clause’s head and body.

Definition 2.6 (body variable). A body variable is a variable that shows up only in the clause’s body.

We use quantifiers like $\exists$ and $\forall$ over variables in logic programming so that each free variable can be grounded to a value. Furthermore, we can define two types of logic rules (statements, clauses), propositional rule and predicate rule.
Definition 2.7 (propositional rule). A propositional logic rule is a rule without any free variables in it, and it can be evaluated to get a truth value directly.

Definition 2.8 (predicate rule). A predicate logic rule is a rule with free variables and quantifiers in it, and it needs to quantify its variables before evaluating a truth value.

Definition 2.9 (grounding). Grounding is a process of assigning free variables with a value. Doing so turns a predicate rule into a propositional rule.

According to Allen Van Gelder et al., there are sets of atoms named unfounded sets in a normal program that can help us categorize the normal programs [29].

Definition 2.10 (unfounded set). Given a normal program, the atoms inside the unfounded set are only cyclically supporting each other, forming a loop.

Considering the combinations of negations and unfounded sets (loops) in normal programs, we have informal definitions of tight program and stratified program.

Definition 2.11 (tight program). Given a normal program, it is tight if there is no unfounded set (loop) in the program.

Definition 2.12 (stratified program). Given a normal program, it is stratified if all unfounded sets (loops) do not contain any negation.

Over the years, a few important semantics have been invented to tackle negation literals in normal programs, like closed world assumption (CWA) [24], negation as failure (NAF) [5], and well-founded semantics [29].

Definition 2.13 (closed world assumption). Given a logic program, an atom that is not currently known to be true is false.

Definition 2.14 (negation as failure). Given a normal program, not B succeeds iff B fails.

Clark’s NAF and Clark’s completion were an attempt at tight programs. The well-founded semantics by Allen Van Gelder et al. was for a non-tight but stratified program. Eventually, the stable model semantics by Michael Gelfond and Vladimir Lifschitz [14] can be seen as an attempt to generalize the semantics for non-stratified programs. Miroslaw Truszczynski [26] introduces an alternative reduct to the original definition.

Unlike the original definition that deletes rules during the reduct computation, the alternative reduct leaves rule heads intact and only reduces rule bodies. This feature suits our needs, hence, we are using the alternative reduct to describe the declarative semantics of stable model semantics in three steps.

Definition 2.15 (stable model semantics). Given an input program P, the first step is getting a propositional image of P. A propositional image Π is obtained from grounding each variable in P. The second step is enumerating all interpretations I of Π. For a Π that has N atoms, we will have 2^N interpretations. The third step is using each model M from I to create a reduct program Π_M and verify M is the minimal model of Π_M. To create a reduct program, we are replacing a negative literal ¬B_i in the rule with ⊤ if B_i ∈ M; otherwise, we are replacing it with ⊥. Once completed, Π_M is negation-free and has a unique minimal model M’. If M = M’, we say M is a stable model of P.

For example, consider the program P

\[ p(1, 2). \]
\[ q(x) ← p(x, y), ¬q(y). \]
The domain of $x, y$ is \{1\} and \{2\} respectively. Let $\Pi$ be $P$ with the second rule replaced by its ground instance:

$$q(1) \leftarrow p(1, 2), \neg q(2).$$

Let $M = \{q(2)\}$. Then $\Pi_M$ is

$$p(1, 2),
q(1) \leftarrow p(1, 2), \bot.$$  

The minimal Herbrand model $M'$ of this program is \{p(1, 2)\}. It is different from $M$, so that $M$ is not a stable model of $P$. Now let us try $M = \{p(1, 2), q(1)\}$. In this case $\Pi_M$ is

$$p(1, 2),
q(1) \leftarrow p(1, 2), \top.$$  

The minimal Herbrand model $M'$ is the same as $M$, hence \{p(1, 2), q(1)\} is a stable model of $P$.

2.3 Two approaches to solve logic programs

Over the years, there have been two approaches to solving a logic program namely top-down and bottom-up. A top-down solver, such as Prolog and miniKanren, uses resolution and unification to obtain a model of the input program. We define resolution, goal’s signature, resolution loop, and unification in normal programs as follows.

Definition 2.16 (resolution). Resolution is selecting a sub-goal “g” that can be proven true. The resolution starts from the goal in the query and expands the call frame stack (CFS) by selecting a clause that the head of the clause unifies with the goal and recursively expands the sub-goals in the body of the clause.

Definition 2.17 (goal’s signature). A goal’s signature consists of the goal’s name and parameters bounded to the values. If the parameter has no bounded value, we use the parameter name as part of the signature.

Definition 2.18 (resolution loop). Resolution records a goal’s signature on the call frame stack (CFS) during recursive goal expansions. If a goal expansion sees itself, the same signature, on the CFS, we have a resolution loop (which we refer to as a loop from now on) starting at the current goal.

Definition 2.19 (naive unification). In top-down solving, the truth value of a positive goal is determined by the unification outcome. If the unification successfully returned, it is equivalent to assigning true to the goal, and vice versa. Additionally, the return substitutions set is extended by the goal function if any unbounded variable is bounded through unification.

We categorize the roles of resolution and unification played during top-down solving as we are going to extend these roles in our research.

Definition 2.20 (roles of resolution). Resolution has only one role, selecting a goal, assuming that goal is true to produce a minimal model eventually.

Definition 2.21 (roles of unification). Unification plays two roles, the first role is to assign a truth value to a goal, and the second role is to assign a value to a variable.

In the late 1990s, the LP community moved on to consider relational programming based on techniques other than simple resolution and unification, such as the ability to deal with numerical constraints, and those techniques are widely used in constraint-propagation systems. Many SAT
solvers adopted the constraint-propagation approach and achieved significant improvements in the early 2000s. In 2007, inspired by the Conflict Driven Clause Learning algorithm in SAT solver, Gebser et al. presented Conflict Driven Nogood Learning (CDNL) for Answer Set solving [12], and enumeration [11]. A bottom-up solver like Clingo, uses grounding (definition 2.9) and constraint propagation to obtain a model of the input program. CDNL introduces the concept of loop nogoods to resolve unfounded sets (definition 2.10), but as there are exponentially many, these loop nogoods are only computed on-the-fly. However, the grounding stage leaves a heavy memory footprint becoming a big issue when applying the bottom-up solver to a large-scale problem.

To keep the advantage of top-down solving without dealing with the heavy memory footprint caused by the grounding. Gopal Gupta et al. introduced conductive logic (co-LP) and co-SLD resolution, co-SLD produces the greatest fixed point of a program [15]. Later Richard Min et al. evolved co-SLD to co-SLDNF to achieve normal program solving [22]. However, we believe that sticking with the least fixed point of SLD resolution is closer to stable model semantics and the transition is simpler. Therefore, in contrast to co-SLD and co-SLDNF, our algorithm still produces the least fixed points as the original resolution and focuses on adding stable model semantics under the finite Herbrand model.

Our approach attempts to solve normal programs using top-down resolution and unification with a dynamic search stream created at runtime so that we can balance the memory usage and solving time.

2.4 Connection between logic programming and miniKanren

In this section, we establish a connection between logic programming and miniKanren that shows how unification works in propositional logic and predicate logic. Moreover, we show how miniKanren handles CWA differently than Clingo under propositional and predicate scenarios. Furthermore, we explain the advantages and challenges variables brought to us and why we want to isolate variables as a starting point to build our solver. Eventually, we compare and contrast the existing attempts of the negation extension that has been built over the years.

Let us start with zero arity of variables. From the definition of propositional logic (definition 2.7), we know that there are no variables in propositional rules. Also, we know that unification usually has two roles in top-down solving (2.21), but under propositional logic, we only use one role of unification, which is producing a truth value. This can be verified by the logic ⊤ and ⊥ representation in miniKanren (listing 2).

Listing 2. Logic ⊤ and ⊥ in miniKanren

(define succeed (== #f #f))
(define fail (== #f #t))

The two roles of unification are coming from the extended substitution set (S), assigned a value to a variable, via continuation on lambdag@ and the return value, produced a truth value to a goal, of lambdag@ (listing 1). In propositional logic, we give the unification two values instead of a variable and a value; hence, we are using it to produce the truth value of a logical goal only. We generalize the example to represent a propositional logic in miniKanren, we use a nullary goal function.

Let us recall a few examples of the closed world assumption (CWA) using propositional logic. Consider the following logic program,

\[ p \leftarrow q. \]

Clingo returns p, q is false, or \( \emptyset \) as a result. The program’s miniKanren counterpart is as follows,

\[
\text{(define (p) (q))}
\]
However, this program cannot produce a result in miniKanren. To run this program in miniKanren, the user has to explicitly state the CWA rules $q : \texttt{false}$ in miniKanren.

```
(define (q) fail)
```

With the complete program,

```
(define (p) (q))
(define (q) fail)
```

miniKanren is able to produce the expected result.

In predicate logic, we give the unification of one variable and one value; hence, we are using it to perform two roles, unify a variable with a value and produce the truth value of a logic goal. We generalize the example to represent a predicate logic in miniKanren, we use a non-nullary goal function. Similarly, if a predicate is not showing in any rule’s header, we need to define CWA specifically as well. An example logic program,

```
p(X) :- q(X).
```

will have its miniKanren counterpart as follows,

```
(define (p x) (a x))
(define (a x) fail)
```

Since in this case, we are not using unification to unify our variable with any value, it is essentially the same as propositional logic. In contrast, the CWA is implicitly handled by miniKanren if a predicate is in the rule’s header, but the value is not. The example logic program,

```
p(X) :- a(X).
a(X) :- X=1..2.
```

has the same representation in miniKanren,

```
(define (p x) (a x))
(define (a x) (conde [(== x 1)] [(== x 2)]))
```

The user does not need to supplement any rules for CWA. A query like “(run 1 (q) (p 4)” gives us “()”.

As we can see, variables and quantifiers drastically increase the expressiveness so that the user gets rid of writing CWA goals explicitly unless the goal does not show up in any rule’s header. However, variables and quantifiers also increase the solving difficulty. Hence we tend to leave out variables first and add them back later. That is also why stable model semantics (definition 2.15, step 1) and bottom-up solving approach (section 2.3) prefer to create a propositional image from predicate rules through grounding (definition 2.9).

For instance, let us ground the previous predicate program into a propositional image in miniKanren. The idea is simple, we simply concatenate the predicate name with the variable name and the value it can take to get a new predicate name without any variables. The grounded logic program,

```
pX1 :- aX1. pX2 :- aX2.
aX1. aX2.
```

has the same grounded representation in miniKanren,

```
(define (px1) (ax1)) (define (px2) (ax2))
(define (ax1) succeed) (define (ax2) succeed)
```
It easily shows the drawback of grounding which leaves a heavy memory footprint.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few attempts have been made to add negation to miniKanren. The constructive negation introduced by Evgenii Moiseenko built upon universally quantified disequality constraints only works for the stratified normal program [23]. Also, the semantics of negation is more like a filter, where the solver executes the goal inside the negation, then gets a differential set between the atoms before and after the negated goal, and eventually subtracts the differential set from the original set. Their semantics do not handle the non-stratified normal program like the stable model semantics we used in stableKanren. Regarding the input program being not fully declarative, Moiseenko presented an example where the negation operator applies to an unbounded free variable:

\[
\text{run } 1 \ (q) \ (\text{noto } (== q 1)) \ (== q 0))
\]

We consider such an unbounded variable unsafe (definition 3.2), but can be resolved by compilation time rewriting (through a macro) so that the rule follows the desired format (definition 2.3):

\[
\text{run } 1 \ (q) \ (== q 0) \ (\text{noto } (== q 1))
\]

Hence the variable is bounded and safe to use. If such an unsafe variable is a body variable quantified by \textit{fresh}, stable model semantics consider the variable should be groundable. Whether finite or infinite, each variable should be able to get a set of values under a positive goal. Therefore, the forall operator has a domain that it can iterate through. Our transformation in section 3.5 covered such cases.

We believe that we could give the negation a more widely accepted semantics by integrating the stable model semantics based on miniKanren. So that we can produce an answer for a problem like the two-person game [27], [23] in section 3.10.

3 OUR APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our system, stableKanren ¹, which extends miniKanren with stable model semantics. Instead of describing in pseudo-code, we present our algorithms in Scheme [10] so that the reader can verify the implementations directly in Scheme². We build our solver on top of the core miniKanren³. The core miniKanren only integrates the essence of Prolog [9], and our extension adds negation support under stable model semantics.

From stable model semantics (definition 2.15), we derive the following relationship between the stable model of \(\Pi\) and the minimal model of the reduct \(\Pi^M\).

\[\text{Definition 3.1 (stable model property)}\]

\text{Let } \Pi \text{ be a propositional program and } M \text{ be an interpretation. } M \text{ is a stable model of } \Pi \text{ if } M \text{ is the minimal model of the reduct } \Pi^M.\]

Stable model semantics consider a minimal model of the corresponding reduct program to be one of the program’s stable models; therefore, we build our solver to find a minimal model and the reduct program simultaneously. The underlying resolution process guarantees to produce a minimal model as long as the input program can be handled. The key idea of the reduct (in stable model semantics) and our algorithms is the negative goals work as a checker or remover while the positive goals work as a generator as usual. In step 3 of the stable model semantics (definition 2.15), the reduct created from the interpretation removes the loop and the negation completely so that the program can be handled by using traditional Prolog to produce the minimal model ([14], Remark 2). Then the interpretation needs to be verified that it is the minimal model of the reduct program.

²https://github.com/cisco/ChezScheme
³https://github.com/miniKanren/simple-miniKanren
Unlike the bottom-up grounding and constraint-propagation approach, where the negations are ignored until the truth value propagation phase; we dealt with negation as soon as we encounter one. Therefore, we want to make sure the variable is safe (definition 3.2) before the negative goal.

**Definition 3.2** (variable safety). The positive goals always ground all variables before calling any negative goals; otherwise, the variable is unsafe to use in negative goals.

In this paper, our algorithms focus on the normal program clause and its stableKanren counterpart as defined in definition 2.3. We assume all input logic programs and their stableKanren equivalent are normal programs as defined in definition 2.4, and so from now on, we refer to normal programs and normal program clauses as simply programs and clauses. Following the input format guarantees the variables are safe in the negative goals for most cases. There are some measures to ensure the variable safeness, but we leave them as future work and we assume the variables are safe in this paper.

We have overcome a few challenges to solve normal programs, and we present them here. Originally, resolution has only one role (definition 2.20) and unification plays two roles (definition 2.21). A positive goal is proven to be true iff all of its variables are successfully unified, and a positive goal is grounded iff all of its variables are unified with a value. To get a stable model, we would like to have our algorithm grant more roles to resolution and unification. Both resolution and unification require changes to support the loop and negation introduced by the normal program. We are showing the changes we made in the following sections. For resolution, it has four more roles, distributing negation to the unification level (section 3.3, 3.5), producing truth value for the loop (section 3.7), getting the domain of a variable (section 3.6), and continuing execution after getting a partial result (section 3.9). For unification, it has to produce the truth value for negated unification (section 3.2). Any non-functional language can implement our algorithm, but the reader will see that our approach of utilizing macros and continuations is not only concise but it is also easy to understand, extend, and experiment with different optimization algorithms in the future. Those functional programming traits provide great aids in tackling the challenges mainly from dynamic features after introducing negation to predicate logic, like complementing rules (section 3.3, 3.5), obtaining fresh variables domain (section 3.6), iterating all values (section 3.6), and handling non-monotonic results (section 3.8). More challenges remain unsolved and we will discuss them in the future work section.

To support solving negative goals, we introduced a set of new macros `noto`, `defineo`, `conde`, `fresh`, `conde'$`, and `fresh'$`, etc. Some macros like `defineo`, `conde'$`, and `fresh'$` are not completed in one section and will get expanded in later sections.

### 3.1 Meeting with new friends

Before we jump into our macros and algorithms, let us make some fundamental changes to the internal continuation of `lambdag@` (listing 1) and introduce the negation operator. We need two auxiliary variables along with the substitution in `lambdag@` to help us solve normal programs; a **negation counter** (`n`) and a **call stack frame** (`cfs`).

**Definition 3.3** (negation counter). A negation counter records how many negations we have encountered during the resolution so far, where an even number means a positive goal and an odd number means a negative goal.

**Definition 3.4** (call stack frame). A call stack frame (CFS) records the goal functions we have invoked during the resolution so far, so the starting goal is at the bottom of CFS and the current goal is at the top of CFS.

We place the new `n` and `cfs` to the internal continuation of `lambdag@` in listing 3.
Listing 3. Extended lambdag@ with n and cfs

\[
\text{(define-syntax lambdag@}
\]
\[
\text{  (syntax-rules (:) ((\_ (n cfs S) e ...)) (lambda (n cfs S) e ...))}}
\]

To represent the negation operator, we add one new macro, noto (listing 4), which we picked because not is already taken as a Scheme keyword.

Listing 4. New macro noto

\[
\text{(define-syntax noto}
\]
\[
\text{  (syntax-rules ()}
\]
\[
\text{    ((noto (name params ...)})}
\]
\[
\text{      (lambdag@ (n cfs S) ((name params ...) (+ 1 n) cfs S))))}
\]

The noto operator simply increases the negation counter, \(n\), by one as shown above, then passes the new \(n\) to the next continuation. We also need to modify the rest of the goal functions in the system, including run, ==, fresh, conde, bind, and bind*. Mainly for the goal functions defined by lambdag@ or calling the goal function, we need to add a negation counter and a cfs to meet the contract between continuations.

Listing 5. Unification with updated lambdag@

\[
\text{(define (== u v)}
\]
\[
\text{  (lambdag@ (n cfs S)}
\]
\[
\text{    (cond [[(unify u v s) => (lambda (s+) (unit s+))]
\]
\text{      [else (mzero)]})])}
\]

3.2 Upside down

As we have mentioned originally, unification has two roles (definition 2.21) and we have shown that before negation the variables are bounded already, therefore unification only assigns truth value to a negative goal. Also, for resolution, we want to retain its nice property of producing a minimal model. Hence, we reuse the existing resolution process to prove the negative goal “not g” is true. We deal with the base case first, where negation directly applies to the unification, and we will discuss how to distribute the negation from a higher-level goal to this base case through resolution in section 3.3.

We modify the naive unification (definition 2.19) to produce a truth value under negation. If the negation directly applies to naive unification, the truth value is determined by the opposite of the naive unification outcome. We added a negation counter to lambdag@ (listing 3) to allow the goal function to handle both positive and negative goals. So our algorithm only modifies the unification (listing 5) outcome to the negated unification (listing 6).

Listing 6. Negated unification

\[
\text{(define (== u v)}
\]
\[
\text{  (lambdag@ (n cfs S)}
\]
\[
\text{    (if (even? n)
\]
\text{      (cond [[(unify u v s) => (lambda (s+) (unit s+))]
\]
\text{        [else (mzero)])]
\]
\text{      (cond [[(unify u v s) => (lambda (s+) (mzero))]
\]
\text{        [else (unit s)])])})}
\]
In this modified unification, under the negation branch, a failed unification becomes successful returning an unextended substitution set, and a successful unification fails by terminating the search stream. Furthermore, we can introduce the inequality constraint for the failed unification, so the unbounded variable will have a list of values it cannot be bound with. We are leaving this inequality constraint as future work. When negation does not apply to unification directly, we need to design an algorithm (macro) to distribute it down through the resolution.

3.3 Down to the base

From the resolution (definition 2.16), we know that it is always trying to prove a goal to be true. We decided to reuse the existing resolution process to prove negative goal "not g" is true and we showed one part of the semantics can be achieved by modifying the unification process to negated unification as a base case in section 3.2. The inductive case has to be handled by resolution in this section. As long as the resolution can distribute the negation to the base case (unification level), we complement a normal program into a format that can be handled by resolution.

From definition 2.4, we know that a goal "g" could match with multiple statements' (rules) heads, and if any of those statements’ bodies can be proven to be true, then "g" is also proven to be true. So we use disjunction (conde) to connect different rule's bodies under the same rule’s head, and each rule’s body is a conjunction of literals. Hence, a goal function’s body is in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), and in our stableKanren representation, each positive goal function has at most one conde operator inside. We complement the propositional rule’s body first, as it is simpler to deal with. We will expand our transformer to support predicate rules in section 3.5. The following example program “p” is written in stableKanren;

Listing 7. A goal function with DNF body

(define (p) (conde [(q) (r)] [(s) (t)]))

For propositional rules, DeMorgan’s law is sufficient to distribute the negation to the unification level. After the conversion, the complemented goal function’s body is in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). So, our stableKanren representation is a conjunction of multiple condes with negation distributed to each atom.

Listing 8. A complemented goal function with CNF body

(define (not-p)
  (conde [(noto (q))] [(noto (r))])
  (conde [(noto (s))] [(noto (t))]))

We use two macros, conde (listing 9) and conde’ (listing 10), to implicitly create the complement process we described.

Listing 9. New macro complement-conde

(define-syntax complement-conde
  (syntax-rules (conde)
    ((_ (conde (g0 g ...)) (g1 g^ ...) ...))
    (conde-t (g0 g ...)) (g1 g^ ...) ...))
    ((_ (g0 g ...)))
    (conde-t (g0 g ...))))
The macro \texttt{conde} replaces each \texttt{conde} in the clause with the \texttt{conde}'. If there is no \texttt{conde} in the clause, but only a conjunction of sub-goals, then we are treating this as a special case of the \texttt{conde} (still a DNF), and the \texttt{conde} simply adds one \texttt{conde'} to it.

Listing 10. New macro conde-t

\begin{verbatim}
(define-syntax conde-t
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((_ (g0 g ...) (g1 g^ ...) ...) (fresh () (conde [g0] [g] ...) (conde [g1] [g^] ...) ...))))
\end{verbatim}

The macro \texttt{conde'} complements all clauses in the body from DNF to CNF. Notice here, unlike the “not-p” example we showed in listing 8, there is no ‘noto’ operator in our macro template. The reason is we are wrapping “p” and “not-p” as one goal function in section 3.4 using macro ‘defineo’ (listing 11) and complement only invokes under a negation scenario where the negation counter (definition 3.3) is an odd number. Therefore, there is always an implicit negation in our \texttt{conde} and \texttt{conde'} macros, and 'g0', 'g', 'g1' work as ‘noto g0’, ‘noto g’, ‘noto g1’, etc.

3.4 United as one

As Clark has pointed out, it is appropriate to regard the completion of the normal program, not the normal program itself, as the prime object of interest when dealing with negation [5]. Even though a programmer only gives a system the normal program, the normal program is completed by the system and what the programmer is actually programming with is the combination of the two.

We have shown a simple completion of propositional rules in section 3.3. Now, we want a goal function that can handle two types of goals, namely the positive goal and the negative goal. We define a macro \texttt{defineo} (listing 11) so that the user only needs to define the original rules and this macro will implicitly create a goal that has the user’s original rules and our negated complement rules.

Listing 11. New macro defineo

\begin{verbatim}
(define-syntax defineo
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((_ (name params ...) exp ...) (lambdag@ (n cfs s) ((cond
      [(even? n) (fresh () exp ...)]
      [(odd? n) (complement-conde exp ...)]) n cfs s))))))
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{defineo} will define a goal function that combines the original rules \texttt{exp}... with the complement rules \texttt{complement-conde exp} ... During execution, this goal function picks the corresponding rule set based on the value of the negation counter. If \texttt{n} is even, use the original rules, and if \texttt{n} is odd, use the complement rules.

3.5 Stretch out

We have laid a good framework, which allows us to add more features and continuously evolve our algorithm. Let us advance from propositional logic to predicate logic, this process introduces variables and corresponding quantifiers ($\exists$, $\forall$) to the logic statement as we have shown in section miniKanren’23
2.2. In logic programming, there are two types of variables in each rule. The *head variable* (definition 2.5) and the *body variable* (definition 2.6). Remember that head variables in a negative goal are always bounded, as said at the beginning of section 3. Therefore, to simplify the discussion, as a good starting point, we focus on the case with head variables only. We deal with body variables in section 3.6. Given the logic statement,

\[ H(X, Y) \leftarrow \exists X, Y (B_1(X, Y) \land B_2(X) \land B_3(Y)) \]

And we know that under negation variables \( X, Y \) in the above rule always have values \( x, y \). So we safely drop the \( \exists \) quantifier and focus on the rule’s body transformation with assigned values to prove \( \neg H \) is true. We can obtain the propositional form of the representation as follows;

\[ \neg H(x, y) \leftarrow \text{transform}(B_1^{x,y} \land B_2^x \land B_3^y) \]

It would seem that we can still distribute negation over the rule’s body using DeMorgan’s law, just like we did in section 3.3;

\[ \neg H(x, y) \leftarrow \neg (B_1^{x,y} \land B_2^x \land B_3^y) \]

\[ \equiv \neg H(x, y) \leftarrow (\neg B_1^{x,y} \lor \neg B_2^x \lor \neg B_3^y). \]

However, the transformation does not produce the expected result for \( \neg H(X, Y) \). Let’s say \( B_1(X, Y) \) unifies \( X \) with one of the values \{1, 2\}, and \( B_2(X) \) unifies \( X \) with one of the values \{2, 3\}. The original positive rule evaluated \( H(X, Y) \) as \( H(2, Y) \), where \( X \) could only unify to 2. Therefore, the complement goal \( \neg H(X, Y) \) is expected to be true for \( X \neq 2 \). However, using the rule complemented by DeMorgan’s law, we are getting \( \neg H(X, Y) \) is expected to be true for \( X \neq \{1, 2, 3\} \). To fix this issue, we need a new approach other than DeMorgan’s law to transform the rule.

As the resolution is trying to prove each sub-goal one by one in each rule (statement), to prove “\( \neg H \)” to be true, we know “H” is failing somewhere in the rule’s body among one of the rules. For a rule’s body, each sub-goal could fail, and when a sub-goal has failed, then the prior sub-goals must have succeeded. To capture this property, the transformation of it should be a disjunction of the negation to each sub-goal in conjunction with all sub-goals before the current one. Furthermore, we noticed that each sub-goal works as a checker and the values are checked by unification independently inside the sub-goal could fail. Therefore, the transformation not only applies to the sub-goal but also to each variable so that we can distribute the negation to the unification level.

\[ \neg H \leftarrow \neg B_1^x \lor (B_2^x \land \neg B_3^y) \lor (B_2^x \land B_3^y \land \neg B_1^x) \lor (B_2^x \land B_3^y \land B_1^x \land \neg B_3^y). \]

In general, each \( B_n^a \) is a goal function in stableKanren, so we can implement the above transformation as a macro \texttt{fresh}^t;

```scheme
define-syntax fresh-t
(syntax-rules ()
  ((_ (x ...) g0) g0)
  ((_ (x ...) g0 g ...)
    (conde [g0]
      [(fresh ()
        (noto g0)
        (fresh-t (x ...) g ...)])])))
```

It is a recursive process that iterates through all sub-goals and unifications with distributive law. Once again, \texttt{fresh}^t is working as “not exist”, so the negation counter carries an implicit negation.
with an odd number during the runtime. Hence, \( g_0 \) means \( \neg \text{to } g_0 \), solving the negative goal, and \( \text{noto } g_0 \) means \( g_0 \), solving the positive goal. We introduce the following new macro \( \overline{\text{fresh}} \) to implicitly create the complement body rule;

Listing 13. New macro complement-fresh

```scheme
(define-syntax complement-fresh
  (syntax-rules (fresh)
    ((fresh (x ...) g0 g ...))
      (fresh-t (x ...) g0 g ...)))
```

When there are not just head variables in the rule, but also body variables introduced by \( \text{fresh} \), the macro \( \overline{\text{fresh}} \) replaces each \( \text{fresh} \) in the rule with \( \text{fresh}' \). These unbounded body variables require additional changes in our transformation (section 3.6), but we can treat them the same way to simplify our transformation for now. When there is no \( \text{fresh} \) in the rule, which means the rule only has head variables, then we are treating this as a special case of \( \text{fresh} \), and \( \overline{\text{fresh}} \) simply adds one \( \text{fresh}' \) to it. We also need to replace the \( \text{conde} \) with \( \text{fresh} \) in our \( \text{conde}' \) macro (listing 10). Eventually, DeMorgan’s law got replaced with our transformer to the predicate program as follows;

Listing 14. Extended conde-t with complement-fresh

```scheme
(define-syntax conde-t
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((g0 g ...) (g1 g' ...) ...)
      (complement-fresh g0 g ...)
      (complement-fresh g1 g' ...))))
```

3.6 Code on the fly

In this section, we deal with body variables introduced by \( \text{fresh} (\exists) \) in the rule’s body. Once we finish the transformation we introduced in section 3.5 of the original rule, all \( \exists \) quantifiers over body variables in the rule are turned into \( \forall \) quantifiers. In the beginning, all body variables are unbounded. An unbounded body variable does not impact our transformation since the negated unification (section 3.2) returns false on an unbounded variable and forces resolution to choose another path (naive unification) to bind a value to that variable. We use the concept of a generator to represent the first naive unification that unifies the unbounded body variable to a set of values. We have two issues concerning bounded body variables when resolution reaches a generator: getting the domain of a body variable and iterating over all values using resolution.

The domain is based on the resolution context and resolution has to change the course from finding one answer (\( \exists \)) to finding all answers (\( \forall \)). Hence, we need to construct a new program using the resolution context at runtime to achieve our goal. We introduce a set of macros handling these issues. We modify \( \text{fresh}' \) (listing 12) in listing 15 to find the generator of the body variable, then we get the domain of the variable by assuming the domain space is finite, and finally we iterate through the domain and create a conjunction search stream over all possible values.

Listing 15. Extended fresh-t with forall

```scheme
(define-syntax fresh-t
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(syntax-rules ()
  ((_ (x ...) g0) g0)
  ((_ (x ...) g0 g ...) (conde [g0]
      [(lambdag@ (n cfs s) ((fresh ())
          (noto g0)
          (lambdag@ (nn ff ss)
            (let* ([diff (- (length ss) (length s))]
              [ext-s (get-first-n-elements ss diff)]
              [argv (list x ...)]
              [b-vars (find-bound-vars argv ext-s)]
              (if (null? b-vars)
                ((fresh-t (x ...) g ...) nn ff ss)
                (((forall (x ...) (g ...) b-vars)
                  (domain-values g0 b-vars cfs s)) n cfs s)))))))
  ) n cfs s))))

In line 7, we are preserving the substitution before executing \(g_0\). After executing \(g_0\), we get a new substitution in line 10. From lines 11 to 14, we compute the difference between the lengths of the two substitutions, and we are using the difference to get the delta of substitutions after executing \(g_0\). We check if any new body variables have been bound to a value. If no variable got the value, then we keep running future sub-goals \((g ...)\) as normal in line 16. Otherwise, we obtain all values of the variables and check that all future sub-goals \((g ...)\) can be proven true for all values of bounded vars in lines 17 and 18.

The domain of body variables is fetched through the `domain-values` macro (listing 16).

Listing 16. New macro domain-values

(define-syntax domain-values
  (syntax-rules ()
    [(_ g0 bounded-vars cfs s)
      (take #f (lambdaf@ ()
        ((fresh (tmp) g0 (== tmp bounded-vars)
          (lambdag@ (f_n f_c final_s)
            (cons (reify tmp final_s) '('))) 0 cfs s))))]]

This macro uses the generator \(g_0\), bounded variables, current CFS, and current substitution to construct an internal program to generate all values. The `take #f` is the underlying implementation of the `run*` interface; the reader can refer to the `run*` implementation to learn more details [9]. We reset the negation counter to 0 to clearly state that we are using positive rules to get the domain.

The conjunction search stream over all possible values is created by the `forall` (listing 17).

Listing 17. New macro forall

(define-syntax forall
  (syntax-rules ()
    [(_ (x ...) (g ...) vars)
     (cond [g0]
         [(lambdag@ (n cfs s) ((fresh ())
           (noto g0)
           (lambdag@ (nn ff ss)
             (let* ([diff (- (length ss) (length s))]
               [ext-s (get-first-n-elements ss diff)]
               [argv (list x ...)]
               [b-vars (find-bound-vars argv ext-s)]
               (if (null? b-vars)
                 ((fresh-t (x ...) g ...) nn ff ss)
                 (((forall (x ...) (g ...) b-vars)
                   (domain-values g0 b-vars cfs s)) n cfs s)))))
         ) n cfs s)]))]}))
(let ([var-list (remove-var-from-list (list x ... ) vars)])
  (define (iterate-values values)
    (lambdag@ (n cfs s)
      (if (null? values)
        (unit s)
        (inc (bind* n cfs
          ((fresh-t (var-list) g ...)
           n cfs (ext-s-forall vars (car values) s))
          (iterate-values (cdr values))))))))

It is a recursive process that iterates through all values of the bounded body variables and creates an incomplete stream (inc) of conjunction (bind*) over the future sub-goals under the current value and the future sub-goals under other values. It has to remove bounded body variables from the variable list “x ...” so that the future fresh can properly detect other unbounded variables that are getting bounded.

We could not easily complete such a task to code on the fly without using these traits from functional language. The three macros may not look very elegant to experienced functional programmers, but they are simpler and more concise than non-functional implementations.

3.7 Not a strange loop

In this section, we deal with the loops (definition 2.18) we encounter during resolution. We believed that when the resolution reaches a loop point instead of a unification, the resolution has to produce a truth value without unification but via coinduction. Also, our algorithm needs to ensure that resolution handles the loop without creating a reduct beforehand. We categorize the loop as either a positive loop or a negative loop before introducing the coinductive resolution.

Definition 3.5 (positive loop). When a call is in a positive loop, there is no negative goal involved on the CFS.

Definition 3.6 (negative loop). When a call is in a negative loop, there is at least one negative goal involved on the CFS.

We handle positive loops (definition 3.5) first, and negative loops (definition 3.6) will be handled later. The positive loop encountered during resolution produces false as the truth value. It shall return false due to the rationality principle: one shall not believe anything until one is compelled to believe. Therefore, it shall end the current resolution, so the resolution can try other possible paths to find a fact to unify with. This also meets the property of minimal model semantics.

Using the negation counter (definition 3.3), we can further define odd negative loop and even negative loop from definition 3.6.

Definition 3.7 (odd negative loop). When a call is in an odd negative loop, there are an odd number of negative goals involved in the loop.

Definition 3.8 (even negative loop). When a call is in an even negative loop, there are an even number of negative goals involved in the loop.

The negative loop encountered during resolution produces truth values as follows. If we see an odd negative loop, we return false. If we see an even negative loop, we return a choice of true or false.
Overall, our coinductive resolution has three types of loops to handle, a positive loop, an even negative loop, and an odd negative loop. We are using calling frame stack (CFS) (listing 3) to handle the loop scenario with coinductive resolution. Unlike tabling miniKanren, another extension of core miniKanren, where the solver records the result globally [3], our CFS uses runtime information to prevent proving the same goal multiple times. The record we stored on the CFS consists of a signature and \(n\) (the value of the negation counter). The signature is the goal function name with parameters grounded to the bounded value. If the parameter has no bounded value, we use the parameter name as part of the signature. During runtime, a signature must be an exact match to the existing signature on the CFS to show we are in a loop. We extended our \texttt{defineo} macro (listing 11) to use this CFS to determine a loop in listing 18.

Listing 18. Extended defineo with loop handling

```scheme
(define-syntax defineo
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((_ (name params ...) exp ...)
      (define name (lambda (params ...)
                     (let ([argv (list params ...)])
                       (lambdag@ (n cfs s)
                                   (let* ([args (map (lambda (arg) (walk* arg s)) argv)]
                                          [signature (list `name args)]
                                          [record (seen? signature cfs)])
                                      (if (and record #t)
                                          (let ([diff (- n (get-value record))])
                                            (cond [[(and (= 0 diff) (even? n)) (mzero)]
                                                  [(and (= 0 diff) (odd? n)) (unit s)]
                                                  [(and (not (= 0 diff)) (odd? diff)) (mzero)]
                                                  [(and (not (= 0 diff)) (even? diff))
                                                   (choice c mzero)])
                                          (cond [[(even? n) (fresh () exp ...)]
                                                  [(odd? n) (complement exp ...)])
                                            n (expand-cfs signature n cfs) s))))))))
    n (expand-cfs signature n cfs) s))))))))
```

In line 5, we obtain a list of parameter variables, and we try to see if each variable is bound to a value or not in line 7. If the variable has a substitution, it will be replaced by a value, otherwise, it will be the parameter’s name. In line 9, we check if we have encountered the signature during resolution or not. If we have encountered the signature on CFS (line 10), then we use the difference of the negation counter value to find out the loop type in line 11. From lines 12 to 13, the difference is 0, which means we had a positive loop, so minimal model semantics apply here. The return value depends on the negation counter before the positive loop. According to minimal model semantics, all atoms inside the positive loop are evaluated as false, unless there are other ways to break the loop, and the negation over the positive loop is evaluated as true. From lines 14 to 16, the difference is not 0, which means we had a negative loop, so stable model semantics apply here. We return false if it is an odd negative loop and return a choice of true or false if it is an even negative loop. If we do not see any loop, we are solving the goal as we talked about in the previous section (listing 11) in lines 17 to 19. Notice that, in line 19, we are expanding the CFS (listing 19) while solving the goal.
There are some interesting consequences of our handling of loops and negations, based on the properties of stable model semantics. As we have mentioned in section 2.2, unlike monotonic reasoning which has only one minimal model, non-monotonic reasoning defined by stable model semantics could have three outcomes, no model, one model, or multiple models. Each outcome corresponds to one kind of loop we handled in this section. In the beginning, we assumed there was one model and the resolution did not reach any contradiction or splitting. A positive loop causes the reduct program to produce a minimal model smaller than the given interpretation unless the positive loop has a fact to unify with. It does not change the number of models. An odd negative loop caused the reduct program to reach an unusable case (contradiction). If all reduct programs, created from all interpretations, are unusable, then the program becomes unsatisfiable and has no model. An even negative loop leads to two models (splitting).

Let us take a look at the difference between an empty set as one stable model and no stable model. We currently cannot distinguish the two as they both return “()” in stableKanren. The user needs to run the query on the opposite goal to identify. If the positive query returns “()” (false), but the negative query returns “(_.0)” (true), the program has one model with the truth value of the query goal as false. If the positive query returns “()” (false), and the negative query also returns “()” (false), the program has no model, and the query goal has no truth value since the program is unsatisfiable. We will add an output “unsatisfiable” in our future work, so the user does not need to verify by themselves.

For example, consider the following program

```
a :- b.
b :- c.
c :- a.
```

This program has an empty set as the stable model. The query “(run 1 (q) (a))” gives “()” (false), but the query “(run 1 (q) (noto (a)))” gives “(_.0)” (true).

The no model (unsatisfiable) case is demonstrated in the following program

```
a :- not b.
b :- not c.
c :- not a.
```

This program is unsatisfiable and has no models. Both the query “(run 1 (q) (a))” and the query “(run 1 (q) (noto (a)))” gives “()” (false).

So the positive loops do not create any more issues with the number of models we got, but the negative loops have a contradiction and a splitting issue we need to handle. We will discuss the splitting issue in section 3.8 and the contradiction issue in section 3.9.

### 3.8 Confine the multiverse

In this section, let us confine the splitting universe created by the even negative loop. Consider the following logic program and its stableKanren representation

```
a :- not b.
b :- not a.
```

```
(define (expand-cfs k v cfs)
  (adjoin-set (make-record k v) cfs))
```
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This program has two answer sets, \{a\} and \{b\}. However, simply being able to produce different answer sets is insufficient. We need to maintain the partial result as well. Since, unlike the definite program, the partial result affects the future search process in the normal program. As we can see \{a\} and \{b\} are mutually exclusive. We must consider these cases in stableKanren so that queries like, "(run 1 (q) (a) (b))", do not return true.

We have shown that resolution may visit an even negative loop from different entry goals and get different outcomes for the same goal, we need to save the result we obtained in the first place. The truth value produced by an even negative loop shall be consistent iff the partial result is locally tabled on the partial answer set (PAS).

We combine PAS (p) with the existing substitutions (s) as a combined pair (c) on the internal continuation of lambdag@ (listing 20) as we want p passing through goal functions just like s.

Listing 20. Extended continuation of lambdag@ with PAS

```
(define-syntax lambdag@
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((_ (n cfs c) e ...) (lambda (n cfs c) e ...))
    ((_ (n cfs : s p) e ...) (lambda (n cfs c)
      (let* ([s (car c)] [p (cadr c)]) e ...)))))
```

In the updated lambdag@, We added one more macro pattern to break the combined pair c into s and p so that they can be accessed by the expression e inside the template later. Similar to the changes we made in section 3.1, we modify the rest of the macros has lambdag@ involved like, run, ==, fresh, conde, bind, and bind* to meet the contract between continuations. We show how to use this updated lambdag@ in extended defineo (listing 21);

Listing 21. Extended defineo with partial answer set

```
(define-syntax defineo
  ;;; omit macro pattern and template
  (lambda@ (n cfs c : s p)
    (let* (;;; omit variables assignment
      [res (seen? signature p)]
      [sign (+ n (get-value res))])
    (cond [(and res (even? sign)) (unit c)]
          [(and res (odd? sign)) (mzero)]
          (else
            (if (and record #t)
                ;;; omit loop handling
                ((cond [(even? n) (fresh () exp ... (ext-p `name argv))]
                        [(odd? n) (complement exp ... (ext-p `name argv))])
                 n (expand-cfs signature n cfs) c))))))
```

Unrelated details are omitted in this code snippet to minimize disturbance. The key idea is that resolution checks the local tabling to see if it computed the result res in line 5, and the return value in lines 7 and 8 depends on the sign of the value we stored. Lastly, the local tabling is updated by “ext-p” before we successfully return from a goal in lines 12 and 13.
We implicitly append an extra updating step “ext-p” (listing 22) after each predicate definition.

Listing 22. A function to update PAS

```lisp
(define (ext-p name argv)
  (lambdag@ (n cfs c : S P)
    (let ((key (map (lambda (arg) (walk arg S)) argv)))
      (list S (adjoin-set (make-record (list name key) n) P))))
```

After we finish the predicate proving process, the updating step will update the context environment, therefore allowing a later proving process to get information from the context to know if the current goal has been proved or not. If the goal has been proved before, we can reuse it without proving it again.

Let us go back to the example, “(run 1 (q) (a) (b))”. During the proving process for “a”, we proved “b” to be false, so when “a” is proved to be true the system knows that it cannot prove “b” to be true, since the context maintained the partial result we obtained from proving “a”. Without retaining this partial result context, the system will treat “b” as a fresh new goal and produce true for it, which is not what we would expect to see.

Currently, we only output the values bound to the query goals. The user may see the same values produced multiple times since they may come from a different answer set or a different path of proving. We can output the complete answer set we stored on PAS (listing 20) as auxiliary information in future work.

3.9 Do not stop

There is one more thing that shows the specialty of the normal program under stable model semantics requires us to treat the program as an integral part. Unlike the definite program, the partial result of the normal program may not be the final result since the odd negative loop may create an unavoidable contradiction.

**Definition 3.9 (unavoidable contradiction).** An unavoidable contradiction means there is an atom in a normal program that neither can be proven true nor false due to the odd negative loop always creating a contradiction.

Even though we compute the partial minimal model and the corresponding partial reduct program, we cannot guarantee the partial result is part of the final answer due to the missing optimal substructure property in NP-Hard problems. It is possible that there is an odd negative loop in other parts of the program that will create an unavoidable contradiction based on the given partial result.

For example, consider the following program

```lisp
a. (defineo (a) succeed)
b. (defineo (b) succeed)
p :- a, not p. (defineo (p) (a) (noto (p)))
```

If we have the query “(run 1 (q) (a))”, and we only consider the partial result, then the partial result will be that “a” is true. However, for the normal program, we need to consider the contradiction imposed by the rule containing an odd negative loop. In this case, the rule “p :- a, not p.” causes the program to be unsatisfiable. Under stable model semantics, we are making sure each atom will get an assignment of either true or false no matter if it appears in the query or not. This ensures that after we get the partial result “a”, the system will also check for “b” and “p”. In this case, “b” will be added to the partial result, but we will get contradictions for “p” and “not p”, and
eventually this contradiction on both sides causes the system to overturn all partial results we obtained (unsatisfiable).

Therefore, the resolution should continue checking all untouched rules and values, even after finishing the given query goals. Currently, we are using some bottom-up ideas to perform this task to make sure we check all values and rules after the initial resolution has finished proving query goals. We record all rules defined by defineo in a "program-rules" set. Important notice here, as we are treating all rules as a whole program, the user needs to remember to "reset-program" between different programs.

Then we modify the “run” interface (listing 23).

```
(define-syntax run
  (syntax-rules ()
    ((_ _ n (x) g0 g ...) (take n (lambdaf@ ()
        ((fresh (x) g0 g ...)
         (lambdag@ (negation-counter cfs c : S P)
           (if (null? (take 1 (lambdaf@ ()
                 ((check-all-rules program-rules x)
                   negation-counter cfs c))))
             (mzero)
             (cons (reify x S) '()))))
         negation-counter call-frame-stack empty-c))))
```

At the end of the original query goals “g0 g ...”, instead of using “(reify x S)” to produce the final result, we invoke “check-all-rules” (listing 24) to check our untouched rules against unavoidable contradictions. If there is an unavoidable contradiction, the whole program is unsatisfiable; otherwise, we find at least one valid final result.

```
(define (check-all-rules rules-set x)
  (lambdag@ (n cfs final-c : S P)
    (let* ((rule (fetch-rule rules-set)))
      (if (and rule #t)
        (let*
          ([goal (get-key rule)]
           [arity (get-value rule)]
           [vals (get-values goal (construct-var-list arity))]
           (bind* n cfs
             ((check-rule-with-all-values goal vals) n cfs final-c)
             (check-all-rules (cdr rules-set) x)))
        (cons (reify x S) '())))))
```

In this function, we obtain all values of a rule’s head, then run resolution on both positive and negative goals for each value using “check-rule-with-all-values” (listing 25).

```
(define (check-rule-with-all-values goal vals)
  (let ((goal (map (lambda (x) (check-goal (reify (get-key goal) (get-value goal) x))) vals)))
    ...)

(define (check-goal goal)
  (let ((x (get-key goal))
        (y (get-value goal))
        (var-list (construct-var-list y))
        (result (check-value goal var-list)))
    ...)
```

In this function, we obtain all values of a rule’s head, then check if each value satisfies the rule’s body.
(define (check-rule-with-all-values rule values)
  (lambdag@(_ cfs c)
    (if (null? values)
        (unit c)
        (inc
         (mplus*
          ; check positive goal, negation counter = 0
          (bind* 0 cfs
            ((apply (eval rule) (car values)) 0 cfs c)
            (check-rule-with-all-values rule (cdr values)))
          ; check negative goal, negation counter = 1
          (bind* 1 cfs
            ((apply (eval rule) (car values)) 1 cfs c)
            (check-rule-with-all-values rule (cdr values)))))
  )))

Eventually, the resolution traversed all values if there is no contradiction showing on both positive and negative goals at the same time, and so we have the final answer. This part can also be done in a purely top-down approach, which we leave as future work.

The unsatisfiability comes from having a negation rule such that it cannot be proven true or false. This can only be avoided by adding some external supporting rule like "p :- b." to the program, so that we will be able to prove “p” to be true bypassing (avoiding) the odd negative loop, thus resolving the unavoidable contradiction. The new program will be

```
a.   (defineo (a) succeed)
b.   (defineo (b) succeed)
(p :- a, not p.  [(a) (noto (p))]
p :- b.         [(b)])
```

Eventually, leading the system to maintain the partial result we obtained.

### 3.10 Back to the game

Now, let us go back to the two-person game example [27], which Moiseenko’s constructive negation was unable to handle [23].

```
(defineo (edge x y)
  (conde
    [(== x 'b) (== y 'c)]
    [(== x 'a) (== y 'b)]
    [(== x 'b) (== y 'a)]
    [(== x 'c) (== y 'd)])

win(X) :- edge(X, Y),
        not win(Y).
```

```
(defineo (win x)
  (fresh (y) (edge x y)
        (noto (win y))))
```

Under stable model semantics, such a program has two stable models considering predicate “win”, \{\textit{win}(a), \textit{win}(c)\} and \{\textit{win}(b), \textit{win}(c)\}. We can verify our solver can produce the right answer with some example queries.

Listing 26. Example queries and output in stableKanren

```
> (run 1 (q) (win 'a) (win 'b))
()
> (run 1 (q) (win 'a) (win 'c))
(_ .0)
> (run* (q) (win q))
(c b a a)
```

For the last output, we have explained the reason for getting multiple duplicated answers at the end of section 3.8.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced stableKanren, a core miniKanren extension with normal program solving ability under stable model semantics. Inspired by the property of stable model semantics, our main idea was to get the minimal model and its corresponding reduct program at the end of the computation. Therefore, our work extended top-down unification and resolution algorithms, giving more semantics to them so that they can handle normal program solving. The extended unification works as a base case to produce truth values under the negation scenario. We retained the nice property of resolution to produce a minimal model by always attempting to prove a goal to be true. Then the extended resolution takes care of the loop scenario by producing truth values without unification. We designed the rule’s body transformation enabling resolution to distribute negation through a compound goal to the base unification level. Moreover, the existential quantifier turned into the universal quantifier under negation. So we directed the resolution to compute the domain of the fresh variables and changed the execution course to traverse all values. Lastly, the resolution does not stop after obtaining a partial answer set. Rather, it extends its execution to check all rules and values in the program to ensure no contradiction exists.

By utilizing two functional programming constructs, macros and continuations, our work demonstrates how easily the above features can be implemented in a functional language Scheme. We laid a foundational framework for us moving into future implementations. One future work is going to have a detailed discussion and solution about variable safety. Currently, we assume the variables are safe under negation, the input program follows the format in definition 2.3. For example, given a logic program with four facts.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(defineo (a x))} \\
\text{a(1).} & \quad \text{(conde [(== x 1)] [(== x 3)])} \\
\text{a(3).} \\
\text{(defineo (b x))} \\
\text{b(1).} & \quad \text{(conde [(== x 1)] [(== x 2)])} \\
\text{b(2).}
\end{align*}
\]

And the inference rule does not follow the format in definition 2.3. So the negative goal uses an unsafe variable.
A query on such a goal with an unsafe variable is unable to produce the expected answer. The user needs to bind the unsafe variable with a value to get the answer. So the query `(p x)` returns an empty list, and the query `(p 2)` returns true.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{def} & \ (p \ x) \\
\text{not} & \ (a \ x) \\
\text{not} & \ (b \ x)
\end{align*}
\]

If we adjust the order of the inference rule to match the format in definition 2.3. The variable is safe to use and the query produces the expected answer.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{def} & \ (p \ x) \\
\text{not} & \ (a \ x) \\
\text{not} & \ (b \ x)
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, the variable safety can be resolved by compilation time rewriting through a macro so that the rule follows the desired format (definition 2.3). However, the user also can have a query on a negative goal using an unsafe query variable.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{not} & \ (p \ x)
\end{align*}
\]

As we can see, the declarative stable model semantics produce `not p(1), not p(3)` as part of the answer set. But our first query can only output one result, we have to bind the unsafe variable with a value to get another result. Hence, having a runtime variable safety solution is also necessary. The user will have a fully declarative way of using our system once we resolve variable safety issues.

Additionally, we need to prove the soundness and completeness of our algorithms w.r.t stable model semantics. The proof can be derived from the property of stable model semantics (definition 3.1). More future work includes, but is not limited to, supporting constraint rules and choice rules, solving the infinite Herbrand model, incorporating inequality constraints, applying the bottom-up Conflict Driven No-good Learning (CDNL) algorithm [12] to top-down, etc. Even though in functional programming we use streams to simulate backtracking, we still have the potential of applying CDNL so that we can cut off other sibling streams if the current one generates a conflict. The challenges include, but are not limited to, tagging the streams with an ID similar to how Clingo tags decision levels and the communication between different streams. The above future work will improve our solver’s expressiveness, performance, and robustness.
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